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Customized Reports
In much the same way that conferencing needs vary from one
meeting to the next, the reporting and billing requirements differ
features

from one customer to another.

+ Get daily billing information – if your business
is driven by hourly fees and related expenses, you
can keep your billing current by getting access to
conferencing time and charges every day
+ Track charges by department, client or
line of business – segment your usage reports
to map to your corporate structure

The ConferencePlus™ flexible billing platform enables reports to be designed to provide information in the way that is most meaningful for your business needs.
For business customers, ConferencePlus can provide reporting on a geographic basis,
organizational basis, or nearly any combination that benefits your company. If you are a
Private Label customer, you have the ability to receive data in the format that best enables
rebilling of customers, the creation of marketing programs or helps to analyze your
business trends. Additionally, ConferencePlus can provide both the wholesale and end user

+ Get sales leads and participant information

billing function allowing you to focus your resources on your core business.

– we can provide a detailed list of conference
attendees, how long each person stayed on the
call, along with detailed contact information

Below is an example of a standard “Time and Charges” report. This information can be
customized to suit your needs and is accessible 24x7 via your personalized “MyAccount
Dashboard.”
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Customized Repor ts
Our standard invoice provides information in a format that can be adapted to fit
your business needs.

simplify
ConferencePlus believes that conferencing should not only change the way
you do business – it should improve your business processes by increasing
productivity and simplifying your business day. We are dedicated to making you
and your organization look good by providing audio, web and videoconferencing
services that help you maximize every meeting opportunity – anywhere, at any
time. Our goal is to ensure that each event is a productive, positive,
“no surprises” experience.

Call to speak to a sales representative
877 CONF 4U2 (877 266 3482)
847 413 3311

Visit us online for more information
www.conferenceplus.com

1051 East Woodfield Rd.
Schaumburg, Illinois 60173 USA
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